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Matthew & Cherie Coddington have been at the
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Matthew is committed to providing you with
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We always welcome any guests at any time of
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farm.
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Lies, damned lies,
and statistics

I

believe at the moment in the Australian
sheep Industry, there is a mismatch
between what science knows and what
the average sheep business does. And
what worries me, as we stand here in the
rubble of the impacts of COVID and the
drought recovery here in Australia, is that too
many farmers are making their decisions, their
breeding policies and ram selections, based on
assumptions that are outdated, unexamined, and
rooted more in folklore than in science.

It is the way this information has been fed to us on
a daily basis through social media, such as Face
Book, Instagram and Twitter and the constant
bombardment of unsubstantiated “Facts” that
makes us say, “Well it must be true”.
We grant this unwarranted authority to numbers
as being “fact”, as the Numbers feel hard and crisp,
and sort of unquestionable. A “Fact” can be true and
also B.S. Whole Foods sells a product advertised as
“non-GMO” Himalayan pink rock salt. Technically
speaking, the claim is true: the pink rock salt was
made without genetic modification, but it’s also
B.S, because salt, a mineral, doesn’t have any
genes to modify.

If we really want to move beyond this outdated
folklore, and if we really want to breed high
performance sheep designed for the 21st
century’s production and profitability demands,
the solution is not to do more of the wrong
things, or to entice people with a sweeter carrot,
or threaten them with a sharper stick. We need to
change our approach.

Another example is “Spurious Correlations,”
a project designed by a Harvard Law School
student. The project paired unrelated trends,
based on actual data, that had no meaningful
relationship. Except they happened to show
a mathematical correlation. For example- the
decrease in Kentucky’s marriage rate in the U.S,
happens to correspond with a nationwide drop in
drownings on fishing trips.

This problem is not new- Bull Shit (B.S) has been
around forever, but it’s the way that technology
has exploded that has really scaled up the
amount of information and the amount of BS and
how much we are now required to filter.

The point: Statistical correlations are
useful tools, but we should ask whether
their relationships make sense.

People Who Drowned After Falling Out Of A Fishing Boat
Correlates With Marriage Rate In Kentucky
Correlation: 95.24% (r=0.952407)

Maybe after
looking at
this, you
still think
there could
be a link!
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“Lies, damned lies, and statistics” is a phrase
describing the persuasive power of numbers,
particularly the use of statistics to bolster weak
arguments. It is also sometimes colloquially used
to doubt statistics used to prove an opponent’s
point.
The phrase derives from the full sentence, “There
are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and
statistics.”; and it was popularized in the United
States by Mark Twain and others.

A bus filled with politicians was
driving through the countryside
one day, on the campaign trail.
The bus driver, caught up in the
beautiful scenery, loses control and
crashes into the ditch.
A farmer living nearby hears the
horrible crash and rushes out to
discover the wreckage. Finding the
politicians, he buries them.
The next day, the police come to
the farm to question the man.
“So you buried all the politicians?”
asked the police officer.
“Were they all dead?”
The farmer answered, “Some said
they weren’t, but you know how
politicians lie.”

Astronomer Carl Sagan published “The DemonHaunted World” in 1995, in which he offered to
readers a “baloney detection, or B.S kit.” Sagan
encouraged readers to look for multiple sources
of verification, for instance, and to test every link
in an argument’s chain.

These Include:
 Learn to distinguish news from opinion.
 Look for the same information to be 		
reported by multiple reputable sources.
 Check the publishing date; old news 		
can easily be recycled, unvalidated and
outdated.

This finally brings me to the point of the
Roseville Park newsletter. The information
published in this newsletter has been
verified and quantified by independent
people and researchers within the industry.
It is not a “spruke” book of barbecue talk
and inuendo.
I hope that you find it an informative and
educational tool to help you improve your
sheep businesses, and I hope that you
choose Roseville Park Merino Stud and the
Roseville Park team to do your business
with. Our door is open 24/7, if you need
any help. Happy Reading!
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As a result, prices received for wool
at auction are forecast to be much
higher than in the baseline scenario.
Continued recovery in wool demand
over the medium term is forecast to drive
further growth in wool prices, which will
continue to be higher than the forecast

EASTERN MARKET INDICATOR (EMI)

MAY 21

In the upside scenario, faster
suppression of COVID-19 in overseas
markets and earlier easing of associated
restrictions are forecast to result in
improved global demand. For wool, this
is likely to result in higher consumer
demand for woollen apparel and textiles
leading into and during the 2021–22
northern hemisphere winter. In this
scenario, Australian greasy wool export
volumes are forecast to be significantly
higher, with exports resuming to
previously significant markets such as
Italy and India.

It is part of our breeding objective to maintain our
current average micron at Roseville Park at 18.0 micron
and because of this have maintained a high price for
our wool.

29/04

T

he market for Merino wool
has seen substantial growth
due to factors such as rising
demand for the ever-rising
clothing
industry.
Also,
increased knowledge across
different industries offers an enormous
market opportunity for key players in
the Merino wool market. Thanks to
the growing trend of online shopping
among customers due to the increasing
internet penetration, the availability of
huge ranges at good prices, as well as
convenience, the clothing industry is
also getting a boost. The Asia/Pacific
region’s rising economy is also a major
contributor to the development of the
industry. Due to its premium quality,
sustainability, and comfort, Merino wool
is highly sought after by consumers.
The rising population and the growing
disposable incomes of consumers are
other factors driving the industry’s
development.

This trend of greater demand for finer wools is
anticipated to continue with Chinese demand expected
to pick up over the next few months. It is anticipated that
fine wool supply will struggle to meet demand as Autumn
and Winter shorn wools tend to see quality reduce slightly
as the wools carry more dust, burrs, and seeds. Thanks to
good seasonal conditions we should see plenty of broader
lots coming through, though this additional supply will
put downward pressure on prices with crossbred wools
in particular expected to struggle.

22/04

RESPOND
WELL TO CHANGES
IN DEMAND AND THE
FORECAST FOR FINE
WOOL IS POSITIVE

APR 21

Wool
prices

out to 2025–26. This more favourable outlook for wool
prices would be expected to drive producers’ joining
intentions towards Merino and crossbreed, as opposed
to the increased joining of terminal sires employed
throughout 2020. Fine and stylish merino wools will
continue to see the highest level of demand amongst
buyers with fine wool prices currently sitting in the
6-decile range over a 10-year timeframe.

In 2021, we have sold 448 bales of wool
that has averaged over $2,000/ per bale, with an
average micron of 18.0 micron.
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L

amb numbers are forecast to grow due
to increased marking rates, with Merino
marking rates expected to reach 92% nationally.
The improved nutrition of pregnant ewes,
stemming from the abundance of quality pasture,
will drive this forecast rise in marking rates. The
bigger lamb crop predicted in 2021 will only lead
to a slight increase in lamb slaughter for the year,
up 4% to 20.8 million head, as producers intend to
retain a greater percentage of ewe lambs.

2%

S

TO 735 AC /KG B
IN 2021/22

heep slaughter is also expected to rise 2% in
2021 to 6.6 million head. The small increases
in slaughter numbers predicted for both sheep
and lambs are still consistent with a flock rebuild
given the expectation of productivity gains such
as improved lambing rates.

B AUSTRALIAN WEIGHTED AVERAGE
SALEYARD PRICE OF LAMBS

L

Lamb saleyard prices to fall in the
medium term as the global
supply of red meat increases.

amb production is expected to quickly
rebound back to 2019 levels in 2021, and post
a record in 2022. In contrast, mutton production
is not expected to reach 2018 or 2019 levels until
after 2023. Lamb production is predicted to lift
6% to 508,000 tonnes cwt in 2021 on the back of
higher slaughter numbers and improved carcase
weights. The increase in the number of lambs
on feed, better seasonal conditions, improved
genetics, a move toward meat sheep and better
management practices are all factors driving
the growth in both lamb numbers and carcase
weights.

Sheep Meat
Outlook
T

O

he 2021–22 price outlook is more favourable
for sheep meat than for the medium term.
The average saleyard price for lamb is forecast to
remain high in 2021–22, falling by 2% to 736 cents
per kilogram. In the medium term to 2025–26,
lamb and mutton prices are unlikely to remain at
the high levels of 2019–20 and 2020–21. By 2025–
26 lamb saleyard prices are forecast to fall by 10%
to 673 cents per kilogram and the saleyard price
for sheep is forecast to fall by 19% to 479 cents per
kilogram.

ver the coming years, increases in lamb
carcase weights are expected to slow in
order to meet consumer preferences for smaller
cuts and certain processing constraints. High
current lamb prices, and abundant feed will
incentivise producers to grow out lambs to
heavier weights. A fall from record prices should
remove the motivation to produce heavier lambs,
and stabilise carcase weights.

G

lobal meat supply is increasing in response
to high prices caused by Chinese import
demand following the African swine fever (ASF)
outbreak. This increased supply is expected
to place downward pressure on Australian
sheep prices over the medium term to 2025–26.
Restocking efforts in the short term will increase
the supply of lambs available in the medium
term and reduce upward pressure on prices out
to 2025–26.
Source- ABARES
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Shearing
twice a year
HAS THE POTENTIAL
TO REAP LARGE BENEFITS
FOR WOOLGROWERS!

We believe the animal actually feels
more relaxed with less wool to carry
and is comfortable to graze more,” Mr
Sawyer said.
Digibale smart-tag data showed
the twice-shorn ewes spent 46 per
cent of their time grazing, compared
to just 35pc for those shorn once.
That extra feeding time converted
into higher body condition scores
(BCS). The BCS of ewes shorn once
decreased continuously throughout
pregnancy, while twice-shorn ewe
BCS increased between pre-joining
and mid-pregnancy, followed by a
slight decrease between mid- and late
pregnancy.
Mr Sawyer said the higher BCS of
a twice-shorn ewe would also help
boost lamb survival rates.“Because its
mother is eating more, she is getting
a greater plane of nutrition coming
through and the lamb is likely to
benefit from a higher birthweight and
a better milk supply,” he said.
Assessment of the lambs showed
those with twice-shorn mothers had
visually finer wool by 0.8 microns
with higher average comfort factor
and the spinning fineness difference
between shearing frequency groups
was 0.9 microns.

Pregnant Merino ewes that are shorn twice a year spend
more time grazing, put on more weight and are likely to
have healthier lambs with finer fleeces, researchers from
The University of Queensland and Elders have found.
Research report co-author and Elders Central Western
NSW district wool manager and livestock production
advisor Gregory Sawyer said earlier trials during the same
research at commercial farms in the NSW Tablelands, also
revealed a new non-invasive pregnancy test for ewes.
We discovered that you could identify the current
pregnancy status of a ewe by analysing the progesterone
levels in a wool clipping from the top knot, which is an easy
spot to access on sheep in a race,” Mr Sawyer said.
“It’s a world first and you can use wool samples collected
during normal shearing or any other time you have them in
a race to check pregnancy.”
Wool samples can also be used to measure levels of
the stress hormone, cortisol. The researchers collected
samples throughout the different stages of pregnancy and
found cortisol levels were significantly lower in twiceshorn ewes.
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Mr Sawyer said the research showed
shearing twice a year had the potential
to reap large benefits for woolgrowers
in the right circumstances.
If you shear every six months and
can get 65 to 70 millimetres, that gives
you 140mm a year, whereas those
sheep would normally only cut you
100-110mm,” he said.
“At 16.9 microns, wool is worth 1846
cents a kilogram but at 16.3 microns it
jumps to 2030. The visual differences
might not be statistically significant
for a small sample size like this
trial but they are very significant to
growers financially.
“It’s certainly worth trailing on
commercial farms if you have the
right set up and season to support
shearing ewes twice,” Mr Sawyer said.

6 Month Shearing
A T R O S E V I L L E PA R K

W

Just for the group of 685 ewes in the chart
BELOW- that is an extra income of $15,693. Or
$160.37/ha at a 7 DSE stocking rate. The lambing
results difference between the two groups was
105% for the woolly ewes and 123% for the short
wool ewes.

e are in our 6th year of 6
monthly shearing now and
although research has backed
up the benefits of the program,
we thought that we would run
another on farm trial to test the economic value
again of shearing every 6 months.

results achieved

This year we ran a trial on 1163 2019 drop ewes
that lambed as lambs. We let 478 ewes go through
to a 12-month shearing and 685 ewes go through
to a 5-month shearing.

A 10% increase in fleece weight
A 3.8%reduction in VM (vegetable matter)
A 22N/Kt increase in SS (staple strength)
A 9.7 difference in yield.
A 15% increase in lambing percentage at $200/
lamb is an extra $3,000 per 100 ewes

The end result is a yearly difference of $30.91 for
the sheep shorn twice a year. If you deduct $10/
head for the extra shearing and add $2/head for a
crutching that you would have to do on the long
wool sheep- the difference is still $22.91 in front
for a 6-month shorn ewe.

Important ASBV’s to select for a 6 month
shearing program are: Staple length (YSL) and
Yearling Clean Fleece Weight Wool (CFW).

Below is the actual wool testing statistics and the difference in price between 12 months and 5-6 months shearing.

Number of ewes
in group
478 (12 month)

KG/head

Mic

7.8

18.4

685 (5 month)

4.37

18.3

Staple Staple
Length Strength YIELD
113
34
58.6
65

56

68.3
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VM%
7.0
3.2

month
$ Clean $ Greasy $/Head $12per
head
1580
926
$72.23
$72.23
1727

1180

$51.57

$103.14

Another
first

F O R R O S E V I L L E PA R K

I

n May 2021, we exported the first ever pure
bred Charollais sheep from Australia to
China for a breeding program to increase
sheep numbers in the wake of the African
Swine Flue (ASF) outbreak which infected
25% of the worlds pig population. With a second
round of ASF outbreaks occurring this year,
China is looking at importing other forms of
protein to feed their ever-growing population. In
terms of all total meat consumed in China, sheep
meat plays a relatively small role, accounting
for just 6% of consumption. However, given the
size of the market, this still accounts for almost 3
million tonnes carcass weight.
Roseville Park Charollais has now been
established for 11 years and has over 300 pure
bred Charollais stud ewes. The health protocols
for China are very stringent and the animals
must come from a Brucellosis accredited free
flock and test negative for Ovine Johnes Disease
and must not be vaccinated with Gudair. There
are only three studs that have this high health
status and only one stud with the numbers to fill
the order- Us.

Photo Northern India delivery to Uttarakhand Government
breeding and quarantine facility. Himalaya Mountains and Nepal
in the background.

This technical data required all of the ewes to
be exported to have lambed at 12 months old,
produce a minimum 6kg of wool that tested
under 19 micron and weigh over 70Kg at 12-18
months old after weaning a lamb in the drought!

We have delivered by air freight, 100 ewes and
14 rams to China through the Australian based
exporting company Austrex.

Rams had to weigh over 90Kg at 12 months old
and have produced over 8KG of wool under 19
micron.

We were the first Merino Stud, with the assistance
of Ben Watts from Bralca, Molong NSW to develop
sheep health and quarantine protocols for live
sheep and goat exports to India in 2019/20.
This work by our export team has now paved
the way for live sheep and goats to be exported
from Australia for breeding purposes into India.
Our export team delivered by air-conditioned
air freight 700 stud Merino ewes and 200 Stud
Merino Rams to the stringent required health
protocols and high technical data requirements
of the Indian Government.

Our contract also meant that we personally
travelled with and delivered the sheep to their
three destinations within India in 2019/20 and
trained the teams of vets who cared for the
sheep for 5 days on feeding and nutritional
requirements, artificial breeding, low stress stock
handling and sheep husbandry. Our high training
standards delivered 100% survival rates and
zero injuries to all livestock exported and a low
mortality rate of 0.3% deaths in the first twelve
months.
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We were also the first Merino stud to export female
genetics when the Australian government lifted
the Merino ewe embargo in 2011 with the export of
frozen embryos to Uruguay, South America in 2011.
In visiting most of the countries that we export
to overseas, I can see the difference genetic
improvement can make in empowering farmers
and their communities in third world countries.
I do not feel threatened by them increasing the
productivity of their animals and taking away
our markets as the farmers are mostly nomadic,
do not own a farm and have high staff ratios of
up to 8 people caring for 200 animals. Because of
their nomadic farming lifestyle, sheep are often
grazed up mountain trails one behind the other,
so there is a high incidence of footrot, foot and
mouth disease, lice and low lambing percentages
due to the lack of available feed and bio security.
Their farming infra structure is also very dated
and is about 120 years behind Australia’s. No one
had even seen an unloading ramp or a stock truck
before in one of the countries that I have visited.
Our genetics and training has meant that
we have increased incomes to impoverished
farmers enabling them to have better living
standards and facilities in these farming
communities and our training of Government
vets, has led to better biosecurity and a
reduction in disease and increases in lambing
percentages.

Photo State Government Press conference in Uttarakhand
State in Northern India, being presented a gift in recognition
for Roseville Park & Bralca developing and opening up Sheep
and Goat exports between Australia and India- Presented by
the State Premier & Chief Minister, Trivendra Singh Rawat.
Photo Charlie and Matthew Coddington with the Australian
flag at the Kopardhar quarantine facility Uttarakhand India.
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What Is The
Optimum Size Of
A Merino Ewe

N

ot necessarily, according to Anthony
Shepherd, principal of sheep industry
consultancy Sheepmatters based at
Cootamundra, NSW. “I want a ewe
which will cut a fair amount of wool and rear
a lot of lambs and is not costly to run,” Mr
Shepherd said. “From the work I am doing with
my own flock and those of my clients, I have
found that the biggest ewes are high energy
cost ewes, and the return is not commensurate
with their energy requirements.”

As sheep producers,
we like to see our ewes
big, fat and sleek but are they the most
efficient converters of
turning available
pasture into profit?

Through his experience, Mr Shepherd has
determined 75kg for a mature ewe, empty and
off-shears is the limit for what he considers
the most economical ewe. “Bigger ewes don’t
cut any more wool and I now actually cull all
of my ewes that weigh over 75kg,” he said. “By
taking out the heavy, fat ewes, we are lifting net
return per hectare from total progeny weaned
on a carcase value (gross progeny carcase
value minus ewe energy cost).” Mr Shepherd
said by removing those ewes from the system
he is also turning into a ‘shearer’s friend’, but
his ideals are not altruist. “I am doing it so I can
run more ewes per hectare,” he said.

EWE ENERGY COSTS 2021
Reproduction Stage
Dry
Preg Scanning
Lambing (Twin)
20 Days Post Lamb (Twin)
50 Days Post Lamb Birth (Twin)
65 Days Post Birth Lamb Birth (Twin)
90 Days Post Birth Lamb Birth (Twin)

Megajoules / Metabolising Energy ( MJ/ME) Needed
Maintain a Ewe at Condition Score 3 Per Day
55kg
70kg
85kg
MJ/ME/Day DSE MJ/ME/Day DSE MJ/ME/Day DSE
9
1.1
10.9
1.3
12.9
1.6
10.1
1.2
13.9
1.7
14.8
1.8
16
1.9
19.5
2.3
23
2.8
28.7
3.5
35.4
4.3
41.5
5.0
22.2
2.7
27.2
3.3
32.1
3.9
18.3
2.2
22
2.7
26.5
3.2
13.4
1.6
16.4
2.0
19.3
2.3
Figure 1. Source: Sheepmatters, Cootamundra
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Taking out the ewes that weigh over 75kg and
based on the carrying capacity of his property,
Mr Shepherd is able to run an extra four and a
half ewes per hectare. “I join for three weeks
and based on an average 63kg bodyweight
for my ewes and weaning 138 per cent lambs
to ewes joined, the extra return is another 6.2
lambs per ha,” he said.“By identifying those
ewes which are pregnant in the first cycle, we
are repeatedly rearing more lambs.”

Recently, Mr Shepherd has weighed 1280 firstcross ewes, mixed ages from maidens to five
and half years, and they averaged 91.8kg with a
weight range of 68kg to 138kg. “The industry is
selecting on growth rate and early maturity,” he
said. “As a consequence, we are unknowingly
selecting for a heavier adult body weight. “But
that is perceived productivity, and it doesn’t
always turn into increased profit.”
This influence on early growth and maturity
is also highly correlated with increased
fibre diameter, increased lamb birth weights
(possible Dystochia problems) and a reduction
in meat eating quality traits. Mr Shepherd also
highlighted current concerns with shearers
having to drag the heavier body weight ewes.
“It is a growing issue especially as many people
are aware of the need for workplace safety, and
the shearer shortage” he said.

Figure one shows the amount of energy a ewe,
during the different stages of pre-lambing,
pregnancy and post lambing needs to maintain
her condition and suckle her progeny.
He pointed out, that sheep breeders were
keeping older ewes in an attempt to quickly
re-establish their flock after years of drought
rather than buying in younger ewes. “Those
older ewes will get pregnant and there is going
to be a lot of metabolic disorders this lambing
because people are keeping these very heavy,
fat ewes,” he said.

CONTACT
Anthony Shepherd
Sheepmatters
0418 132 864
anthony@sheepmatters.com.au

“By understanding their energy requirements
whether a single or twin mother, using that
chart you are able to feed sufficiently to
maintain her body condition score.” Running
his ewes at about 60kg, Mr Shepherd pointed
out their basic energy requirement is a lot less
than the heavier ewes.
Mr Shepherd is breeding a Merino ewe based
upon their maternal traits, with wool an
important secondary consideration. “We want
a true dual-purpose ewe, with year in year out
productivity,” he said. “With my Merino ewes
weighing from 47 to 75kg, we are able to run
more ewes per hectare, and that is driving real
productivity.” “I don’t want to waste my time
on poor performers.” It might be surprising
for sheep breeders to know the range of body
weights across their flock.

E W E E N E R G Y $ VA L U E 2 0 2 1
preg
status
2
2
2
2

lambs
reared
2
2
2
1

VALUE OF EWE - PROGENY WEANED MINUS EWES ENERGY
ewe
progeny
ewe energy
bw (kg)
ww(kg)
cost ($)
59.9
39.6
$53.80
65.8
35.7
$58.95
72.9
27.2
$65.24
81.4
22.9
$59.58

Figure 2. Source: Sheepmatters, Cootamundra
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progeny
value ($)
$148.32
$133.92
$104.04
$86.04

NET
RETURN ($)
$94.54
$74.97
$28.80
$26.46

Breeding
philosophy &
objectives -

Once you know what you want your Merino
flock to look like, you need to set a long-term
breeding objective - One that is suitable for your
environment, your target markets and one that is
balanced and compliments your flock’s strengths
and weaknesses.

Wool Quality and Micron
Wool quality is an especially important aspect
of the Roseville Park breeding program & our
selection focuses on wool that is grown from a
skin that is completely free of tight skin wrinkle.
This soft, smooth, free skin produces a fibre that
is very well aligned, with packed wool follicles &
is extremely fast growing.

BREAKING THE MYTHS

O

ver the past couple of years, I have
been involved in the $13 million Merino
Lifetime Project funded by AWI, NSW DPI,
CSIRO, Murdoch University, NSW Stud
Merino Breeders and private service providers.
This project has been massive in terms of world
sheep research and is debunking some of the
“Myths” that have been extolled throughout the
industry over the past 10 years. The outcome
of the project is that 5,700 ewe progeny of 134
diverse industry sires have been measured for
every trait possible at 5 sites across Australia
for 5 years, generating just under 2 million data
records including 50,000 reproduction records.

We are also conscious in our breeding decisions
of breeding a sheep with a high micron to wool
cut ratio. This has become important with
the 6-month shearing program as not only do
you need staple length, so as not to get a price
discount, but it is important that we average
well over 3.5kg per shearing for it to be a viable
exercise.

From the data that I have seen published, the
most confusing trait is reproduction and its
correlation with any other traits. It seems that
the ewe progeny with extremely high fleece
weight, yearling weight, Fat and muscle struggle
to conceive and rear lambs, because they are just
too woolly, too big, or too fat to actually put a live
lamb on the ground.

It is important for our target markets that we
retain our average Fibre diameter at around 18.0
micron, which has been stabilised now for the
past 10 years to achieve micron premiums for the
wool that we sell, and to maintain the high fleece
weights that we produce. This fibre is also deeply
crimped and has a good wax/suint ratio which
produces a lustrous white wool which repels,
moisture, dries quickly & does not attract flies.

It is an important reminder not to just focus
on one or two traits to the extreme. The
outstanding performers seem to be just
OK and slightly above average for all of the
measurable traits and are quite balanced
in their genetic makeup. The take home
advice from this, is it is important to know
the heritability of the traits that you are
selecting for.

As a result, we have seen several clients that
have been able to clean up dermatitis and
fleece rot after changing to Roseville Park
genetics within three years and we have
clients who have not jetted or back lined
sheep for 10 years. This is a particularly
important aspect of our white, waterproof
wools as there is more and more chemical
resistance to flies.This makes the Merino
that we produce incredibly easy care.

Below is a list of key performance traits and their
level of heritability.
TRAIT 				HERITABILITY
FIBRE DIAMETER		
HIGH
CLEAN FLEECE WEIGHT
HIGH
STAPLE STRENGTH		
MODERATE
LEAN MEAT YIELD		
MODERATE
EYE MUSCLE DEPTH		
MODERATE
FAT DEPTH			MODERATE
WEIGHT			MODERATE
WORM EGG COUNT		
MODERATE
BIRTH WEIGHT		
LOW
NUMBER OF LAMBS		
LOW
BORN/WEANED

Important ASBV’s to select
for are Fleece weight (YCFW),
fibre diameter (YFD) and
co-efficient variation (YCV)
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Carcass Traits

Fertility

Muscle (EMD) and fat (FAT) are the two carcass
traits we select for to increase condition score
and build in the genetic energy reserve of our
sheep. We have been measuring muscle and fat
since 1999 and they are a combination of traits
that we have been really focussing on in our Poll
Merino Flock and the difference is evident when
compared to our Merino flock.

There has never been a more important time to
re-build our sheep flock, particularly with the
high commodity prices at the moment and the
export potential of live sheep and meat to feed
countries that don’t grow any product such as
Dubai. Countries like these have now realised
that during the global pandemic lockdowns
that they don’t have enough food to feed their
population without having to import everything.
They now realise that they have to become more
self-sufficient.

1kg of Muscle = 5mj energy.
1kg Fat = 37mj energy.
Sheep with genetically higher levels of EMD and
FAT gain condition more quickly & take longer
to lose condition when they are under pressure.
This “haystack on the back” is particularly useful
given the variations in feed quality throughout
most years.

Selection for improved reproduction is very
valuable. Our aim is to conceive 170% of lambs
and maximise the survivability of those
foetuses.All ewes are pregnancy scanned every
year to identify the dry ewes, single bearers
and multiples. All dry ewes are sold, maidens
included, with no second chances.

The ability for sheep to pour on condition score
when feed is plentiful creates the opportunity for
them to then draw down on that stored condition
when feed is scarce. Conversely, sheep that have
low levels of genetic fat and muscle are the first
sheep to lose condition when under pressure and
are the first sheep to lose wool cut or put a live
lamb on the ground because they do not have the
energy to maintain wool production or to push
out a lamb with a moderate birth weight. Muscle
and Fat are essential traits in a merino flock and
our varying climatic conditions.

There is also good management and
nutrition required to lift fertility. As it
is a low heritable trait, condition score
becomes more important for fertility. 25%
of condition score is set by genes and 75% is
set through good nutrition. It is important
for twin bearing ewes at lambing to be in
condition score 3.3 and single bearing
ewes to be in condition score 3. Research
has also shown that Lupins fed out to ewes
from 5 days before joining until 5 days
after joining can lead to a 15-20% increase
in conception alone. High conception
rates and higher conversion of those
foetuses simply means more lambs to sell.
More lambs to sell means greater selection
pressure at classing time and faster
genetic gain with ability to lift Australia’s
sheep population.

Research has shown that for every unit
increase in muscle it caps Mature adult
body weights by 5KG at Condition score 3,
so you get a quick, fast growing maturity
pattern where a sheep is “Fast out of the
blocks” and has a curved growth curve
that flattens out with ewes maturing out at
lower adult weights. This has become an
important trait for better feed conversion
and stocking rate pressure and also sheep
getting too big to handle and shear- We
are not trying to breed big thoroughbreds,
or Greyhounds. It is important to have
positive genetic Fat and Muscle ASBV’s, but
not too extreme as it effects reproduction
and lamb survival rate from dystocia due
to ewes being too fat.

An Important ASBV to select
for reproduction is Number
of lambs Weaned (NLW) but
only if a stud is measuring for
it and you need to Condition
score your sheep as regularly as
possible. The Dual Purpose Plus
(DP+ Index) has been found
to be correlated with higher
weaning rates as well.

Important ASBV’s to
select for are Muscle (YEMD)
and FAT (YFAT).
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Sire Evaluation
Results- RP15-0039
still kicking goals
T HE 201 8 DROP ME RI N O L I F E T I M E P RO J E CT
M AC QUARI E S I RE E VALUAT I O N RE S U LTS FO R A D U LT
REPROD UCT I ON RE S U LTS A RE I N . .
RP15-0039, continues to impress me with the
predictability of the genes that he has passed
onto his progeny, and it really shows the power
of genetics and measurement to achieve a goal
very rapidly.

2018 Drop Adjusted Sire Means
Weight and Carcase
BREEDERS FLOCK
Anderson Poll
Centre Plus Poll
Charinga
Grass
Glen Donald
GullenGamble Poll
Haddon Rig
Hazeldean
Kerin Poll
Langdene
Lewisdale Poll
Orrie Cowie
Roseville Park
Stockman Poll
Wanganella
Willandra Poll

SIRE NUMBER
150266
707115
130240 (Doc)
141924 (R15)
120014
014189
2.715
11.3542 (Hugh)
160137
160950
150010 (Monty)
140050 (Trojan)
150039
130707
150610
160001
AVERAGE

W
19.0
19.4
20.7
18.6
18.3
19.4
19.2
18.0
19.7
19.6
19.6
19.8
18.8
19.9
19.5
19.3
19.4

P
35.9
33.8
35.8
33.5
34.1
33.9
34.2
31.6
35.1
35.4
35.4
36.6
35.6
34.3
34.6
35.0
34.7

7 years ago, we set about tailor making and
targeting sires through the use of trait leading
elite sires and ewes and combining them together
in our embryo transfer programs which we have
been running since 1989.

W Weaning 42 to 120 days
P Post Weaning 210 to 300 days
Y Yearling 300 to 400 days
WT (kg)
Y
H
40.7 50.2
38.1 47.9
39.2 48.8
39.1 46.8
36.9 46.4
38.1 46.2
37.9 45.4
36.8 43.9
39.9 49.0
38.0 48.9
38.7 47.4
41.7 50.8
40.3 48.9
38.7 47.2
39.2 48.5
39.8 49.5
39.0 47.9

A2
47.6
47.2
47.5
44.0
43.4
42.8
42.1
42.6
45.5
46.3
44.7
48.4
46.0
45.7
45.2
47.1
45.4

A3
69.0
62.4
66.7
64.1
63.9
63.8
62.3
61.3
68.5
66.5
67.4
69.5
67.0
68.3
67.7
64.8
65.9

H HOGGET 400 to 540 days
A2 Adult 1.5 to 2.5 Years
A3 Adult 2.5 to 3.5 Years

EMD (mm)
FAT (mm)
Y A2 A3 Y A2 A3
20.5 20.7 24.9 2.1 2.5 4.9
20.7 23.1 24.9 1.9 2.7 4.2
20.2 21.4 25.7 1.5 1.7 3.6
20.4 20.9 25.2 1.8 2.1 4.3
18.6 19.4 22.8 1.5 1.9 3.8
19.7 19.5 23.2 1.8 2.0 3.8
19.4 19.9 23.7 1.7 1.8 4.1
19.9 20.0 23.9 1.8 2.4 4.7
18.9 18.9 23.5 1.6 1.8 4.2
18.4 19.8 23.0 1.3 2.0 3.9
20.5 20.4 25.3 1.7 1.8 4.8
20.3 21.4 25.1 2.0 2.2 4.6
21.7 22.6 26.4 2.3 2.8 5.1
19.5 20.7 25.2 1.6 2.0 4.8
19.6 20.3 24.4 2.0 2.1 4.7
21.2 22.1 25.0 1.9 2.2 4.4
20.0 20.7 24.5 1.8 2.1 4.4

These adjusted sire means were calculated using available data from the F1 ewe progeny only of the sires.
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Condition Score
Y
A2 A3
2.8 2.8 3.9
2.9 3.0 3.7
2.8 2.7 3.6
2.8 2.8 3.7
2.6 2.6 3.4
2.8 2.6 3.6
2.7 2.5 3.6
2.7 2.7 3.6
2.7 2.6 3.5
2.7 2.7 3.6
2.8 2.7 3.9
2.8 2.7 3.6
2.9 2.9 3.9
2.7 2.7 3.8
2.8 2.7 3.5
2.9 2.8 3.6
2.8 2.7 3.7

the blocks and were amongst the biggest lambs
as yearlings. As they matured, they plateaued
into moderate framed adults being slightly above
average for body size which is important for feed
efficiency in high stocking rate environments
and capping the body size for handling and
shearing. This would have also contributed to the
lambing and rearing ability of these ewes.

The first lambing in 2015, resulted in our Poll sire
RP15-0039.
He has hit our breeding objectives and passed on
to his progeny in the Macquarie Sire Evaluation
Program, trait leading Eye Muscle depth, Fat Depth,
Condition score, Staple strength, ewe rearing
ability and the Number of Lambs weaned of the
sixteen sires entered from across the industry.

RP15-0039 has been the foundation that we
built on for our “Optimus Prime” family that are
performing and following on the same way.

Another important attribute that he has passed
on to his progeny is that they were quick out of

2018 Drop Within-Site And Within-Drop Research
Breeding Values Reproduction
BREEDERS FLOCK
Anderson Poll
Centre Plus Poll
Charinga
Grass
Glen Donald
GullenGamble Poll
Haddon Rig
Hazeldean
Kerin Poll
Langdene
Lewisdale Poll
Orrie Cowie
Roseville Park
Stockman Poll
Wanganella
Willandra Poll

SIRE NUMBER EWES SCANNED
150266
40
707115
43
130240 (Doc)
33
141924 (R15)
33
120014
36
014189
37
2.715
34
11.3542 (Hugh)
40
160137
22
160950
24
150010 (Monty)
34
140050 (Trojan)
33
150039
34
130707
33
150610
37
160001
32

1

ACROSS YEAR RESULTS (CURRENTLY INCL. MAIDEN ONLY)
CONCEPTION
LITTER SIZE EWE REARING ABILITY
NLW
0.01
0.07
0.02
10
0.03
0.10
-0.03
7
- 0.06
0.00
0.06
0
0.03
-0.01
0.00
3
0.00
0.06
-0.03
1
- 0.01
-0.02
0.01
-1
0.00
0.01
0.03
5
-0.01
0.00
-0.01
-1
0.02
-0.05
0.02
2
0.02
-0.10
-0.04
-9
-0.06
-0.04
-0.01
-11
0.01
0.00
-0.05
-6
0.03
0.02
0.02
6
-0.02
-0.04
-0.01
-5
-0.03
-0.03
0.02
-2
0.03
0.01
-0.02
1

This reports the number of F1 ewes joined in the first reproduction year at pregnancy scanning.
These research breeding values are calculated across all reproduction cycles (2019-2020).
For the MLP project, NLW is derived from the three reproduction component traits.

1

Units/ Definitions Sourced From Sheep Genetics
TRAIT NAME

UNITS

CONCEPTION

EWES PREGNANT PER EWES JOINED

DEFINITIONS
THE ABILITY OF A EWE TO GET IN LAMB IN COMPARISION TO ALL THE EWES
IN THE SAME JOINING EVENT.

LITTER SIZE

LAMBS PER LITTER

THE NUMBER OF THE FOETUSES A EWE HAS IN COMPARISON TO ALL THE
EWES THAT GOT IN LAMB.

EWE REARING ABILITY
NUMBER OF LAMBS WEANED

LAMBS WEANED PER LAMBS BORN
THE ABILITY OF THE EWE TO REAR THE LAMBS THAT SHE GIVES BIRTH TO.
NUMBER OF LAMBS WEANED PER 100 EWES JOINED.

The reproduction analysis model is still in development and should be used with caution.
NLW is calculated from reproduction data only - not yet incorporating any correlated production traits.
reproduction traits are lowly heritable - caution should be used when using small data sets to compare sires.
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Welcome to the
200 Club!
“ LEARN TH E RU L E S , B RE AK T H E RU L E S , M A K E U P N EW
RULES AND B RE AK T H E N E W RU L E S .” M A RV I N B EL L
We are not getting caught up in the “What’s sexy
now” sales gimmicks of the top marketers who
are just stumbling down the one trait path.

It has been exciting to watch the developments
in the stud after committing to staying the
course during the drought and continue one of
Australia’s biggest annual Artificial Insemination
and Embryo Transfer Programs, which we have
carried out consistently for over 30 years.

The research and the results are there to back us
up- “Balance is the key, Not the extremes”

We have also invested heavily in Genomic and
DNA testing to gather more accurate information
on our sires. The entire 2021 drop natural mated
lambs will be born from only 2019 drop sires. The
AI matings were mostly also done by these rams
as well as some other industry outliers. These
sires had a Dual Purpose Plus Index and Merino
Production Plus index over 200, which places
them in the top 1% of the breed. !!

These Super sires used
by us this year are listed belowSire
19-0073
19-0072
19-0081
19-0068
18-0043
14-0149
16-0729
17-1133
17-3116

And why did we do this? It is to make sure that
we keep a balance of all traits across our flock
and identifying sires that will increase our
bottom line through a balanced combination of
wool, meat and lambs and be the leaders in the
industry at increasing bottom lines. It scares me
when other breeders, or advisors just focus on
one trait, especially after the data that I am seeing
coming out of the industry research flocks.
If you focus on post weaning weight and yearling
weight alone, you will increase Mature weights
and maintenance costs, your fibre diameter
will increase, and you will have more lambing
difficulties with higher birthweights.
If you focus on just Muscle and Fat alone, you
will decrease fleece weights dramatically, have
lower growth rates, a reduction in eating quality
and can decrease reproduction rates if ewes get
too fat.
If you focus on just Fleece weight alone, you will
increase fibre diameter, increase body wrinkle
score and you will reduce fat depth and find it
harder to maintain ewes.
We are one of only a handful of studs in Australia
that are conscious of this need to run a balanced
breeding program.
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DUAL PURPOSE
PLUS INDEX
223
218
215
189
212
238
212
198
210

MERINO PRODUCTION
PLUS INDEX
235
231
225
223
216
241
197
200
219

Below are the Index options and the 10-year likely response on your breeding flock and the different
traits contribution to economic gain. From the tables below, you can see why our breeding objective
and sire selection has to fit both Indexes for trait leaders in MP+ and DP+ Indexes.

M ERINO SI RE S - I N D E X OP T I O N S
Fibre production
Index: FP & FP+
Animals ranked on ability
to produce Merinos for a
wool production operation.
It is for self-replacing
merino flocks who keep
their wethers as part of
their wool producing flock.

10 year likely response
TRAIT

POTENTIAL RESPONSE

Fleece Weight

+2.0 %

Fibre Diameter

-0.7 um

Body Weight

+0.2 kg

Staple Strength

+1.2 N/ktex

6%

8%

15%

55%

0%

Worm Egg Count -9 %
Number of
Lambs Weaned

16%

+1.5%

Contribution
to economic gain

Merino production
Index: MP & MP+
Animals ranked on ability
to produce progeny for a
fine wool operation that has
significant surplus sheep.
It is for self-replacing
Merino flocks who do
not keep their wethers to
produce wool.

Dual purpose
Index: DP & DP+
Animals ranked on ability
to produce Merinos for a
dual purpose operation. It
is for self-replacing merino
flocks that do not keep
their wethers and also join
a portion of their ewes to
terminal sires for lamb
production.

10 year likely response
TRAIT

POTENTIAL RESPONSE

Fleece Weight

+5.1 %

Fibre Diameter

-0.3 um

Body Weight

+1.4 kg

Staple Strength

+1.4 N/ktex

Number of
Lambs Weaned

+2.4%

7%

18%

11%

45%

19%

Contribution
to economic gain

10 year likely response
TRAIT

POTENTIAL RESPONSE

Fleece Weight

+3.0 %

Fibre Diameter

0 um

Yearling
Body Weight

+2.3 kg

Staple Strength

+0.5N/ktex

Carcase Traits

+0.5 mm

Number of
Lambs Weaned

+4.5%

45%

23%
15%

13%

1%

3%

Contribution
to economic gain
Source: Merino Select ASBV
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Expected lambing
percentage from ewe lambs

Successful
Management

T

he lambing percentage of ewe lambs will
primarily be influenced by time of joining
and ewe live weight. Merinos are not seasonal
breeders, but like all sheep, reproductive activity
peaks in Autumn, stimulated by the shortening
day length. Few ewe lambs under 12 months old
will cycle naturally before January - a March/
April joining will usually be more successful.

OF LAM BIN G ME RI N O
EW E LAM B S

T

The heavier and older the ewe lambs are, the
greater the percentage that will successfully
cycle, join and lamb.

here has never been a better time to be in
sheep and the best way that we have found to
increase turnover quickly on the same amount of
land, utilising the same amount of grass is to join
our ewe lambs. This is no easy task and needs a
lot of planning and preparation and is something
that not even we have got right here every year at
Roseville Park.

It is also worth considering giving your ewe
lambs the Campy vax vaccine to minimise the
impacts of sudden abortion in late pregnancy.
We ran a trial this year with 1,000 2020 drop ewes
and vaccinated 500 ewe lambs with Campyvax
and left the other 500 unvaccinated. There was
a 5% improvement in conception rate in the
vaccinated ewes.

To maximise the productivity and profitability
of a breeding flock, ewe lambs require special
treatment, and this begins before they are even
born!

Selecting the right genetics

If lambing ewes have had access to appropriate
nutrition and have been managed well, lamb
birth weights should be between 4.5 and 5.5 kg
and lambs should have access to a good supply
of colostrum.

B

y selecting sires with Australian Sheep
Breeding Values (ASBVs) that positively
influence ewe fertility eg Number of Lambs
Weaned (NLW), and are bred from a flock that
actually does join ewe lambs, the reproductive
success when joining ewe lambs can be improved
- impacting the overall productivity of the ewe
flock.

Good nutrition and ewe management will also
minimise the risk of depressed mothering ability
and lamb behaviour.
Provided that growth targets for ewe lambs are
achieved and good ewe lamb management at
joining is practiced, there can be good financial
benefits associated with joining ewe lambs.

Nutritional requirements
for successful ewe
lamb joining

H

Growth targets for
ewe lambs

aving managed nutrition so that ewe lambs
reach the target weight of 60-70% maturity
weight at 7-10 months of age, it is important that
good nutrition be maintained to allow the young
ewe, plus the unborn lamb, to grow. Condition
score should be monitored and kept above 3.25
CS throughout pregnancy.

E

we lambs can be joined from seven months
of age, as long as they are around 60% of
mature weight at joining and are provided with
quality feed to continue to grow after joining
through pregnancy to lambing. If ewe lambs
achieve these targets, acceptable reproductive
performance among ewe lambs can be realised.

If the season and Condition Score deteriorates,
supplementary feeding will be required to have a
successful lambing.
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Lambing

Joining management

A

Y

A few management
variations can combat this:

During lactation, maidens should be provided
with good-growing improved pasture or
supplementary fed as per normal lambing
management. We do not do lambing rounds at
lambing so we do not disturb the young mothers.
The longer a ewe stays at the birth site, the
greater the chance of the ewe and lamb forming
a bond. Depending on the individual ewe, it takes
up to six hours for a ewe to recognise her lamb
and accept the lamb as her own.

t Roseville Park, we only join the ewe
lambs for a short 4 week joining for ease of
management, a quicker weaning and quicker
turnaround time to re-join the ewe lambs in sync
with the older ewes joining. Ewe lambs will be in
oestrus for a shorter period than older ewes and
will not seek out rams to the same extent as older
mature ewes.

oung ewes should be moved into lambing
paddocks just prior to lambing with all flock
management treatments up to date. Ideal mob
size for single bearing ewes is less than 300 and
for multiple births, no larger than 250. Lambing
losses can be minimised through allocation of
appropriate lambing paddocks, ideally with a
warm, northerly aspect and adequate shelter.

 Introducing a higher proportion of rams
(minimum 2-3%) will increase the number of
ewe lambs joined, especially with a short 4
week joining.
 The use of experienced older rams.
 Ensuring that the joining paddock is not too
large to enable good contact between rams
and ewes.
 Using the 'ram effect' to initiate puberty and
cycling in ewe lambs.

Weaning

A

s with older ewes, the lambs from ewe lambs
can be weaned around 12 weeks after the
start of lambing. This will allow maiden ewes
time to regain condition lost during lactation
to allow a successful joining again shortly after
weaning, to bring them back in line with the
main lambing the following year.

The ram effect

T

his involves the sudden introduction of rams
or teasers (vasectomised rams) in spring
to ewes that have been isolated from rams (by
at least one kilometre for one month) and will
induce cycling in the ewes. For out-of-season
joining, teasers can be introduced two weeks
prior to rams. This will stimulate ewes to cycle
when the rams are introduced and will lead to a
more compact lambing period.
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Photos Walk over weighing stations set
up with salt lime and causmag as an
attractant to bring in ewes and lambs

We are one of five selected research trial sites
within the Central West of NSW that were placed
with the challenge of, initially, working in the
drought and now with saturated pastures with
new precision livestock technologies to monitor
ewe and lamb weight changes and survival. The
data is collected by remote monitoring platforms
within various paddocks.

Remote
Monitoring
OF BODY WEIGHT CHANGES OF
INDIVIDUAL LAMBING EWES

S

The objective of the project is to improve
productivity and survival of sheep using remote
monitoring and prediction tools. The project
is collecting on farm data including yard data,
genetic information, lambing and weaning
records. Paddock body weight data is collected
via a unique Sydney University developed remote
monitoring platform that operates 24 hours a day.
This produces data for site- and animal-specific
management instead of uniform management
as is the case in traditional agriculture.

ince 2015 Roseville Park has been involved
in collaborating with leading Australian
Universities for the overall benefit of the
Australian Sheep Industry.

We have been involved in determining the
influence of heat stress on embryo transfer
quality, the effect of various shearing programs
on wool quality, embryo transfer determination
using machine learning technology, and serology
for decisions on blood infections for perinatal
lamb losses.

Researchers have already been working closely
with the RVP team in providing feedback on
which ewe and lamb is reducing body weight
from internal parasites and environmental
conditions, and understanding how the ewe and
lambs body weight changes with the changing
nutritional value of feed and when mineral
supplements could be provided.

We know that more and more of our clients
are now working with data that is collected
on farm. We have been collecting data on our
sheep now for three generations, as far back as
my grandfather in the 1940’s. Today, all staff at
Roseville Park understand that the acquisition,
analysis, and visualisation of data is important
and critical to the success of the business.

Midterm results of this 6-year research have
shown the maiden ewes’ growth trajectories
for various sires, lambing timing and lamb /
ewe pedigree matching. We have seen here
at Roseville Park throughout these trials, that
the ability to monitor body weights of ewes
throughout critical periods of the young sheep
life. It is a component of the business’s overall
data collection.

This data collection and longevity of data
analysis provided an opportunity three years
ago to work alongside other leading sheep studs
and an international team of livestock scientists
from The University of Sydney.
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Lamb Growth in the Paddock

We ground truth the data by providing our data
to the researchers captured in the race (body
condition score, pregnancy scanning results,
weaning weights, post weaning weights, greasy
wool attributes) along with drone assessment
for pasture and visualising sheep so as not to
get bogged in the wet paddocks. Through the
analysis we have seen how body weight changes
in the driest of droughts to the wettest of years
and how feed supplementation is aiding with
more precise animal management.

Lamb growth is an important part of
understanding of how our genetics work in a
paddock situation. Researchers continue to
monitor both the body weight and growth of the
lambs as they age. These lambs were born in
September 2020 to 2019 ewe lambs.
The image and graph below shows that the
mixed sex lambs have a positive and consistent
body weight increase. This can then be used to
predict pasture intake. The development of new
science to provide an analysis on the growth
rates of the lambs and the feed intake of these
lambs is becoming more and more critical to the
business.

Examples of this data in practice
-The Influence of A Very Wet Winter;
The graph below shows an example of the live
weight changes of a 2019 drop ewe on her second
lamb after lambing as a one year old, starting to
increase body weight (58.2kg) in mid-March at
mid pregnancy; 41 days later, the ewe has put on
9.8% of extra body weight.
From this date, she then puts on another 8.4% of
body weight to be 69.3kg at her heaviest weight
prior to lambing. This is a lift of 18.2% of her initial
body weight mid pregnancy. Within the 16 days
postpartum she loses 8.9% that of body weight
with the twin lambs and lactation.
In six weeks, this ewe has given birth and
lactating to twins, experienced excessive wet
weather and reduced feed quality due to water
logging in the pasture and had a body weight
loss >18% despite access to grain and hay in the
paddock.
From the start of July, though she has started to
lift her body weight in an upward trajectory by 10%
and is now less than 5% of body weight compared
to mid-March, which Is a pretty spectacular
weight gain lactating with twin lambs at foot.
Understanding the effects of body weight
movement in both wet and dry seasons for
pregnant ewes provides a unique output of data
that is connected to other datasets and allows for
a greater understanding of the ewes, lambs and
rams welfare, productivity and decision making
within Roseville Park.

The researchers are pioneering the development
of new algorithms that register animal
attendance to the water points and calculate
the growth rates of the animals continuously to
develop a warning system for animal welfare.
This research is funded by the MLA Donor Company
and The University of Sydney, and continues to
build its datasets which span now 3 generations of
Roseville Park Poll and Horn Merino.
Finally, we wish to thank The University of
Sydney for the opportunity to be a part of this
leading research. We look forward to continuing
to work closely with the scientists and support
the studies of Ph.D. student and Elders’ Wool
Manager Greg Sawyer.
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Client
services
AT ROSEVIL L E PARK

Genomic Flock Profiles
and Contract Ram Breeding
Programs.

T

his is an exercise that we have
undertaken with several clients since
2017 and it is a very personalised
service that has been very successful
in tailor making a ram battery to achieve
fast tracked breeding objective results in our
clients’ sheep flocks.

to benchmark your flock to industry in
consultation with Matthew.
Sheep breeders have been able to source rams
with the right ASBV’s and traits to achieve
the breeding objective outcome to achieve
their flock’s goals, which in turn has seen an
economic increase as well.

Genomic Flock Profiling estimates the genetic
merit of a Merino drop which is usually running
three years behind a ram purchasing decision.

An example of a flock profile result sheet is
listed below.

DNA is collected from 20 ewes of the youngest
drop on a commercial flock breeders’ property
and sent to the Australian Innovation company
for analysis. The cost for the Genomic Profile
costs around $800.

Yearling Weight (kg)

The flock profile delivers average genomic
breeding values for key Merino Production
traits, which have been scaled to Australian
Sheep Breeding Value (ASBV) Level.
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This allows Merino Breeders to track the
genetic progress of their flock and compare
with the Merino select database, resulting in
better ram buying decisions once they have set
a long-term breeding objective in consultation
with their stud ram buying source.
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Photo RP Blood flock ewes owned by
Rob & Anne Hemsley, Girral NSW.

A common observation is increases in fleece
weights at a lower micron, and increases in ewe
weights on a moderate frame and increased
weaning rates. Over the hooks dressing
percentages are very high for a Merino. These
sheep are also easy care because of fly strike
and water resistance due to their exceptional
wool quality.

Free Ram Delivery
We were the first Merino stud to offer free ram
deliveries over 30 years ago.
All deliveries of rams purchased at our On
Property sale, Hamilton Sheepvention and
Dubbo National Ram Sale can be arranged by us.
We will pay for the transport of the stock to a
convenient drop-off point or to your property by
our approved livestock carrier. The purchased
rams must be insured by the purchaser at the
fall of the hammer before delivery can take
place.

Client Merino Sheep
Classing Service

Surplus Sheep Marketing
We would also like to assist in any way that we
can with the marketing of your surplus sheep.

At Roseville Park, we offer a FREE client sheep
classing service.

Roseville Park blood ewes can be sold for a
premium and this year’s online sales are a
good indicator of this. We have many repeat
buyers of surplus ewes that require large lines
of replacement breeders that are specifically
requesting Roseville Park bloodlines because
of their reputation as being good dams and
good wool producers.

We are also only too happy to assist you with
all of your private grade and auction ram
selections. Clients have found that by using
Matthew to class their sheep that they can
make big gains in a short period of time and
produce a more even line of sheep with better
physical structure, wool quality and quantity.
They also find that Matthew’s knowledge
of sheep management to improve lambing
percentages that he has learnt over the years
of running his own business, chairing industry
related boards and working with industry
consultants at AWI, NSW DPI and MLA very
beneficial as well.

Understanding Merino
Breeding Systems
Understanding the role that genetics plays in a
Merino based breeding system is not easy.
Roseville Park supplies all raw data as well as
Australian Breeding Sheep Values on each ram
sold at our On-property Merino ram sale and
Merino stud auctions to help with your Merino
ram selection. We have been collecting this
data since 1999. We annually run a workshop to
assist you in understanding ABSV’s before our
Annual On-property ram sale. Let us know if
you would like to be involved in our workshop,
or alternately we can visit your farm - We
would love to help you out.

On Farm Visits Help Make
Breeding Decisions
I travel over large parts of Australia classing
client’s sheep.
These on farm visits also help me to drive my
breeding decisions because of the feedback that I
am getting from you. I am seeing some fantastic
results occur at farms in a very short time.
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Workshops
T HAT W E HAV E RAN I N T H E
LAST T WELV E MON T H S

Bred Well Fed Well.
The MLA, Bred Well Fed Well is a practical,
one-day workshop highlighting the key
production benefits of superior genetics, plus
feed management for improved reproductive
performance and livestock productivity.

Our workshop participants were able to use the
outcomes of the workshop to help analyse and
plan a genetics and nutrition regime suited to
their environment and markets to boost the
profitability of their sheep flocks.

The workshop was facilitated by Dr Jason
Trompf from Lambs Alive, who has been
working as an Agricultural Consultant for
over 20 years. Jason has a strong background
in understanding the drivers and motivators
of sheep and beef producers and designing
programs that support and enable practice
change.

The Workshop focused on:
 Improved understanding of how to
use ASBVs to improve enterprise
profitability.
 How to develop a breeding objective for
your sheep enterprise.
 The impact of better management of
ewe and ram nutrition on reproductive
performance and flock profitability.

Jason undertook his PhD research into farmer
behavioural change and adoptive context.
Jason has had significant input into the design,
delivery and evaluation of programs such as
The Bred Well Fed Well Program and we were
honoured that we were the only sheep farm in
NSW to host a workshop in 2021.

 Skills in developing simple energy
budgets for the breeder’s flocks.
 Practical sessions on the day included
condition scoring, feed budgeting
and ram selection using a targeted
breeding objective, utilising ASBV’s
and visual traits.

Photo Bred Well Fed Well Workshop
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Photo Bred Well Fed Well Ram Selection Exercise

The Take Home Messages
were:

Each participant was guided through a
thorough pre-joining ram inspection by
our accredited workshop deliverer Dr Tim
Gole, from For Flock’s Sake, Dubbo and they
were given the opportunity to increase their
practical skills to undertake this in their own
operation. This workshop is designed to give
attendees the confidence to incorporate these
skills into their own routine management, thus
improving the performance of their rams that
they have purchased from Roseville Park.

 Develop a breeding objective.
 Know your wool to meat ratio in your
flock.
 Make sure that YOU are buying the
best rams for YOUR business and
YOUR breeding objective.
 Don’t select for extreme traits. Use a
balanced breeding system to achieve
your outcomes as most genes are
antagonistic.
 Refine ewe grazing, feeding and
management to get the most out of
your ewes.

The Take Home Messages
were:

 Increase reproduction and lamb
survival rates to increase genetic gain
and let’s rebuild the flock!.

 Do NOT run young rams with old rams
until after their first joining.

 Join young rams with old ewes and
join old rams with young ewes.

RAMping Up Repro.

 Palpate rams before joining to check
for any abnormalities.

RAMping Up Repro (RUR) was a handson workshop focussed on improving ram
performance and working longevity in
commercial sheep enterprises.

 You can never have your rams too fat
before joining.

The workshop is designed to increase the skill
of producers across the key components of ram
performance and impacts on overall breeding
enterprise performance, including: Anatomy,
Physiology,
Spermatogenesis,
Metabolic
demands, Health, disease & biosecurity,
financial impact of the ram team.

If you would like to be involved in
one of our on farm workshops at
Roseville Park, please let us know
and we can put you on the
attendees list.
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Problem - Fleece
Rot, Dermatitis and
Flystrike

E

Solution - Roseville Park
Genetics

asy care sheep means a lot of different
things to a lot of different sheep
breeders. Some think that if you have
a plain bodied sheep, it is easy care. Or
if you have bare breeched sheep, it is easy care.
If you are Mulse free, it is easy care.

Through the use of Roseville Park genetics,
I have seen time and time again flocks that
have made the change have seen dermatitis
and fleece rot clear up in their flock within one
generation of introducing our rams.

However, the last summer in NSW was
extremely wet and humid and a lot of easycare sheep suddenly became very high
maintenance with a lot of fleece rot and fly
strike issues.

How is this so?
Roseville Park sheep have the ability to repel
water and dry out quicker than other bloodlines
due to the right wax to suint ratio in the wool
and because of highly aligned wool fibres that
are not tangled, that allows water to drain and
dry quicker.

A lot of regions in Australia now have resistance
to Click, Vetrazin and Coopers Fly and Lice, (as
was reported on in Australian Wool innovations
Beyond the Bale Magazine earlier this year)
with shortened activity periods, making this a
very serious issue and changing the landscape
of what it means to run an easy-care flock of
sheep.

The evidence and results have been repeatable
in Sire Evaluation Projects that Roseville Park
has entered sires into over that past 32 Years.

For years in the Mediterranean climate region
of Southern Australia with predominant winter
rainfall patterns, sheep breeders have had a lot
of issues with dermatitis.

Below example of Merino fleece wool
discoloured by fleece rot. Source NSW DPI

Dermatits infection in sheep is more likely to
occur when fleeces are continuously wet or
when fleeces are slow to dry out.
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“Focus on the
solution Not the problem”

Client Feedback
“Since using Roseville Park genetics, we
have not had to jet or Back line our sheep
for the past ten years”
Archfield Family, Orange NSW
“Before using Roseville Park Rams, I thought
that dermatitis was something that you
just lived with in a Victorian winter. We
were even making our shearers dip their
combs and cutters into disinfectant at
shearing time, because we thought it was
spread from other sheep at other shearing
sheds. Within three years of changing over
to Roseville Park, we were able to clean up
the dermatitis in our sheep and now it is a
thing of the past”
Campbell Farming, Bendigo Victoria
“We own a mixed farming operation on the
Western districts of Victoria and are also
lamb marking contractors for the local
farmers in our area, marking around 20,000
lambs per year. We run 6,500 Roseville Park
blood sheep on our property and do not
have any issues with fleece rot, dermatitis
or fly strike. Of all of the Merino flocks
that we lamb mark for, there are only two
bloodlines that do not consistently have
issues with dermatitis in their young
sheep in our area. These two bloodlines are
Roseville Park and a local stud that uses
Roseville Park and a New England based
Merino stud”
Hartley Livestock contractors, Victoria

Window Problems- A blonde texts
her husband on a cold winter’s
morning: "Windows frozen, won’t
open." Husband texts back: "Gently
pour some lukewarm water over it
and gently tap edges with hammer."
Wife texts back 5 minutes later:
"Computer really messed up now.”

Above Roseville Park wool
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2020

Ram Sale
Results
2 26 RAM S S OL D
AT AUCTIO N TO A
TOP OF $31,0 0 0 , TO
AVERAGE $ 3 2 7 6

Top Priced Poll merino
ram sold for $12,000 to
Yarrawonga Merino Stud
NSW

Top Priced ram sold at
an On property auction in
NSW 2020 RP19-0063, sold
for $26,000 to Rockford
Merinos, Bothwell TAS

The top priced ram at Rabobank, Dubbo National 2020 RP18-0043 sold for $31,000 to
Blairich Merino Stud NZ, Salt Creek Merino Stud, Melrose Merino Stud, Wurrook Merino
Stud Victoria and Wantana Hill Merino Stud, NSW. 145KG, 18.5 micron.
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Merino & Poll Merino Ram Sale,
Roseville Park, Dubbo NSW 2830

Thursday 16th September 2021
Offering 220 Merino & Poll Merino Rams
Sale Interfaced with Auctionsplus,
Sale starts 12.30PM

Inspection from 9AM

Pre-Inspection welcome by appointment

AGENTS-

BRAD WIL SON

SCOTT THRIFT

BRETT COOPER

DUBBO

DUBBO

MUDGEE

0417 467 911

0417 660 260
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0407 136 129

Wether trial
BATHURST MERINO ASSOCIATION
Preliminary results from the first shearing
have come out and Roseville Park clients have
performed extremely well.

Roseville Park blood wethers Dominated the
Bathurst Merino Association (BMA) wether
trial.
Results have been analysed by NSW DPI and a
draft report has been released from the latest
BMA wether trial with the top three teams for
gross returns on fleece valuations going to
Roseville Park blood flocks.

Semen Sire

RP19-0072 (ET) (Poll)
C XL
SIRE: RP17-3116(ET) x DOse (9-14)
lip
Ec
x
DAM: RP13-400

MICRON: 18.5 SD: 3.3
CV: 17.8 C.F: 99.5%
BODY WEIGHT: 143 Kg (15/6/21)
FAT: 6mm
EMD: 39mm
DOB: May 2019
YWT+ 8.5 CFW+ 53* FD -1.9 YEMD - 0.6 YFAT - 1.4 MP+ 231* DP+ 218*
ASBV’S JUNE 2021 * DENOTES INDUSTRY TRAIT LEADER

COMMENTS: This sire’s dam just keeps on smashing it out of the park with the progeny that she
can turn off at the very top end of the stud and the Merino industry as a whole. She has produced
25 progeny and has had the leading Poll sire at Roseville Park for three years in a row having bred
RP17-1133 (Lot 1 Dubbo 2019) & RP18-0043 (Lot 1 Dubbo 2020 who sold for $31,000). With over $50,000 in
semen sales for the last twelve months, we cannot find the value in selling this ram. He was AI’d and
naturally mated to 100 ewes, with lambs being born in mid-May. RP19-0072 has the best combination
of raw and measured data which places him in the top 0.1% of the breed. He is a very sweet wool ram
and is a bold crimping, 64’s type. His individual weaning weight was a whopping 60KG which shows
the maternal punch behind the genetics of these rams which is a massive 600 grams per day up until
weaning. His 10 month old fleece weight was a staggering 11.35Kg at 17.4 micron. If you want Fleece
weight, Functionality, Fast Growth and Figures, this ram ticks all those boxes. RP19-0072 was also
entered into the 2021 Bathurst Sire Evaluation trial. He is a PH for the Poll Gene.
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There were 17 local teams of 15 wethers at the
Bathurst trial in Central Western NSW that had
just completed their first shearing after being
ran together for the last 12 months.

The Roseville Park blood teams had the only
individual wethers producing over 9kg skirted
fleeces. The heaviest skirted fleeces were from
Brian Seaman’s team of wether’s at 9.5 kg 18.4
micron, $99.45 value and another wether’s
fleece weighing in at 9.2kg 21 micron and
$80.68 value

Coming in first was Scott Seaman’s “Fosterfield”
team which averaged 8.85kg fleece weight per
head with an average fleece value of $81.90 and
a gross team value of $1228.76 for 15 wethers.

Scott Seaman, had a wether produce a 9.2 kg
fleece 19.3 micron and $87.86 value

2nd place went to Brian Seaman “Fosterfield”
team which averaged 8.89 kg / head with an
average fleece value of $78.66 and a gross team
value of $1180.39 for 15 wethers.

Peter Moore, had a wether 9.1 kg skirted 21.0
micron $78.53 value. “Low micron and high
fleece weight- What a combination”

3rd place went to Peter Moore’s “Blink Bonnie”
team which averaged 9.73kg/ head with an
average fleece value of $79.40/ head and a
gross team value of $1112.22 for 14 wethers.

Congratulations to all three clients on running
profitable Merino enterprises!! Good luck with
the next shearing.

MICRON: 16.5 SD: 2.2
CV: 13.3 C.F: 100%
BODY WEIGHT: 132 Kg (15/6/21)
FAT: 4.5mm
EMD: 38mm
DOB: May 2019

Semen Sire

RP19-0081 (ET) (Poll)

SIRE: RP17-3116 (ET) x DO
DAM: RP13-400 x Eclip C XL
se (9-14)

YWT+ 9.4* CFW+ 43* FD -2.1* YEMD - 0.4 YFAT - 1.3 MP+ 223* DP+ 215*
ASBV’S JUNE 2021 * DENOTES INDUSTRY TRAIT LEADER

COMMENTS: RP19-0081 weighed 52 kg at weaning, which was 520 grams/day weight gain and at
10 months old he produced an 8.83Kg fleece of 16.6 micron. He is an extremely balanced ram, with
good physical correctness and exceptional figures for fleece weight, fibre diameter, early growth rate
and high index figures which are also at the top 0.5% of the breed. He is a long-bodied ram, that has
good loin length and plenty of leg under him. He will mature into a big animal with a very stylish fine
crimping wool. RP19-0081 was also AI’d and naturally mated to 100 ewes with lambs being born in
mid-May. We have also sold more than $50,000 in semen from this ram in the last twelve months. He
is a double copy PP Poll Gene carrier.
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Photo Kevin & Rhonda Butler,
Farming Legends of the year 2021

Client
Profile
KEVIN AND RH ON DA
BUTL ER, K I L MO RE
VICTORIA.
It gives me great pleasure to
introduce to you our budding
sheep enthusiast and Merino
and Charollais sheep client,
Kevin Butler, Kilmore, Victoria
to share his Blaze Aid and
farming story.
In the aftermath of the 2009
Black Saturday fires, a simple
request for help has grown to
an iconic national community
including
over
30,000
volunteers… this is truly one
of Australia’s greatest regional
& rural stories.
The reach and impact
BlazeAid has, and will
continue to have, on the lives
of those adversely affected
by fire, flood and the vagaries
of our incredible landscape
- in terms of both physical
farm and individual farmer
recovery - is immeasurable.
It is not surprising to me that
Kevin and Rhonda Butler,
the founders of Blaze Aid
have now been awarded the
Australian Farming Legends
of the Year 2021/2022.
This selfless couple deserves
many higher accolades than
that.

Over 15,000 kilometres of new fencing completed,
more than 16,000 kilometres of old fencing
cleaned up or restored.
In excess of 11,000 farming families lifted from
adversity, many thousands of communities
deeply impacted and the lives of so many
completely transformed.
Kevin and Rhonda’s tireless
enthusiasm
and
deep
passion speaks for itself.
Their determination and
commitment to serving
others in need and seeing
BlazeAid make an impact
when it matters to as
many people as possible is
incredible.
Kevin, we thank you for your
time and we honour the
contribution you, your wife
Rhonda, and your team make
to the Australian farming
community.
To all of those BlazeAid
volunteers who dedicate their
time to helping farmers in
need – rural Australia honours
you.
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To follow the BlazeAid story
or join their community, you
can connect with them via
their website or Facebook
page, which include Kevin’s
memoirs as the Regenerative
Farmer!

The Farm
Kevin has subdivided his
farm into over 100 paddocks
and rotates mobs of up to
2,000 sheep rotating through
and shifted to the next
paddock on a daily basis. The
paddocks are rested for 25-30
days before the sheep move
back through for a 24 hour
period. Ewes are in Condition
score 3 at lambing and are
drifted off and picked back
up on the next 25-30 day
rotation through.

Kevin does not apply any
fertiliser and has Olsen P levels
up to 97 in his improved country.

The Sheep
The Butler’s have not mulsed
since 2018 and have adapted
management
and
breeding
effectively to minimise issues.
Last year Kevin embarked on a
new breeding program of joining
the best genetics that money
could buy and bought three rams
out of the On-property ram sale
and continuously joined them
on and off through the year to
1,000 breeding ewes to maximise
genetic gain.
Kevin has noticed an immediate
result in lamb survival and
growth rates and is excited that
the rams are predictable in their
genetic potential of the offspring
that are tracking along with
their ASBV’s for different traits.
The rams that the Butler family
bought were Lot 1 Purchased for
$12,000 who had ASBV’s of YWT
+9.0, YCFW +27 YEMD +0.8,
YFAT +0.1 MP+ Index 181 and
DP+ Index 173.
Lot 41 Purchased for $5,000 who
had ASBV’s of YWT +4.3, YCFW
+35, YEMD -1.8, YFAT -1.7, MP+
Index 171 and DP+ Index 198
Finally, Lot 45 was purchased
for $7,000 and had a pretty
amazing combination of figures
of YWT +9.0, YCFW +37, YEMD
+1.1, YFAT +0.3, MP+ Index 192
and DP+ Index 186.
The Butler’s have also been using
Charollais sheep for a few years.
Tired of pulling lambs from their
White Suffolk sheep, they made
the change to Charollais sheep
and have basically eliminated
difficult lambing’s in their flock.

Lambition Allflex
Woolgrowers
of the Year 2021-

MATTHEW AND CHERIE CODDINGTON
The Coddington family, Roseville Park
Merinos, were named the Allflex Woolgrower
of the Year.
"I was particularly impressed with the
significant progress the Coddingtons have
made in improving the quality and quantity
of the fleece they grow by employing cutting
edge breeding technology," Allfex Australia
business unit lead Jane Parker said.
"The Coddingtons have excelled in utilising
data to drive better performance to hit
profitable wool specifications.
"Allflex is all about innovation and improving
outcomes in Australian farming enterprises
too, so our company is proud to support these
efforts and those who are committed to
improving our industry's productivity overall."
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1,000

rams sold
annually
C O D D I N G T O N FA M I LY

T

he Coddington family have sheep
breeding in their blood and have
extended the Stud ram market to
fill local and export demand for
protein and fibre through Merino
sheep, Charollais Meat/maternal sheep and
Poll Dorset sheep.
These studs combined will sell over 1,000 rams
annually to clients and will become a one stop
shop for all of your ram requirements.
All studs have a high health status- MN3
Status (Unvaccinated) for OJD and Brucellosis
accredited.

Youngest Stud Merino Breeder

impressing judges and exhibitors alike, and
Tim is hoping to show his own fine/mediumwool sheep at Sydney and the Dubbo National
Ram sales in the next year or two.

Story Courtesy The land Newspaper
At just 11-years-old Tim Coddington, Dubbo is
the youngest person to ever register a Merino
stud in NSW, establishing Rosemont Merino
and Poll Merino stud late last year.

Tim said his stud started when his grandad
Graham brought him a poddy ram lamb to look
after.

In doing so, Tim is following in the footsteps
of his father, Matthew Coddington, Roseville
Park Merinos and Poll Merinos, Dubbo
and
grandfather,
Graham
Coddington,
Coddington Uardry Poll Merino, Gulgong, and
Great Grandfather George Coddington, who
established the Roseville Merino Stud in 1938.
Tim’s maternal Great Grandfather, Max Rayner
senior, who established Grathlyn Merino Stud
in 1935 also adds to the Merino stud heritage of
Tim’s family.

"It was a horned ram so he couldn't have it in
his poll stud," Tim explained.
"I grew him up and he's my stud sire now."
Graham said that fed twice a day by Tim, the
ram, known as Oscar, soon became one of the
biggest ram lambs on the property, weighing a
hefty 100 kilograms at 12 months old.
But that was just the beginning, Tim's Dad
Matthew offered up an embryo transfer bred
ewe, and Tim was given another 25 sheep for
his birthday.

Tim was a prolific ribbon presenter at the
Sydney Royal this year, his enthusiasm
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Above Tim Coddington the Youngest
Stud Merino Breeder at 11 Years Old.
Left and Below Tim Coddington
with his Rosemont Merino Stud Sheep.

Tim now has 50 sheep in total and has artificially
inseminated his ewes to five different rams
from Roseville Park and one from Yarrawonga
Merino Stud with the lambs born in May this
year.
"I'm trying to experiment with the genetics,
hopefully I can get some very good stud rams
out of this lot," Tim said.
Matthew said Tim wanted to register his stud
before when he was 10, so the paperwork was
filled out a day before his 11th birthday.
"Our Stud Overseer, Angus Dawson was one of
the former youngest sheep breeders to register
a stud," Matthew said.
"He was 15 when he registered the Arakoon
Merino Stud, and he was telling Tim that he
would have to wait until then, but I said there's
no way we can hold this kid back for another
five years."
Tim has an impressive sheep 'bucket list' to
tick off, including showing at Sydney and
putting up his own rams for sale in Roseville
Park's on-property sale.
But, the number one item on the bucket list
may be the hardest of them all.
"I want to breed better sheep than my Dad," Tim
said.
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Roseville Park
Charollais Sheep

Using Charollais rams will give you the ultimate
flexibility of income streams. The Charollais is
a great terminal sire, so all lambs can be sold
as prime lambs.

CONTACT MATTHEW CODDINGTON
MOBILE 0428 635 386

However, as the Charollais is the most prolific
prime lamb sire, ewe lambs can be held back
and sold as Charollais first cross ewes. They
will have more lambs with a better carcass
than Border Leicester first cross ewes.

T

he Roseville Park Charollais sheep
stud has been established for 11 years
and has an ewe base of 350 pure bred
stud ewes.

Charollais have an impressive carcass.
They have a high portion of primal cuts and
intramuscular fat for great eating without too
much subcutaneous fat.

Charollais are fast growing with a high-quality
carcass. Charollais sheep are very prolific,
ewes mated in February – March can achieve
180% lambing, which have high lamb survival
and cold tolerance. The Charollais has white
downs wool (27 micron) and is well adapted to
Australian conditions.

Why Charollais?
Very meaty loin and hind quarter
High dressing out percentages
Lean carcass
Rapid growth rates off grass
Very easy lambing (low birth 		
weights) = more lambs weaned
 Excellent milkers = fast growing
sucker lambs
 Bare Breech, no mulesing
 Quick sexual maturity
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Greywood Poll
Dorset Stud
CONTACT CHARLIE CODDINGTON
MOBILE 0477 864 994

G

Our client’s success is still the most reliable
way to measure the commercial progress of
the Stud, and will always be the key factor in
genetic selection and breeding programs.

reywood is an elite Poll Dorset Stud,
that has been servicing the prime
lamb industry since 1978. The Stud
is proudly owned and operated by 20
year old, Charlie Coddington, who purchased
the stud in early 2021.

Greywood clients are constantly breeding
lambs with high growth rates and muscling
traits, and as a result, receive top prices
through the yards and processing plants across
Australia.

Greywood is committed to breeding premium
quality Poll Dorset rams, that are true to their
breed type.
They are moderate in size, packed with meat
and genetically bred to finish on grass.
The Stud strives for high performing,
structurally sound, worm resistance and, most
importantly, economically enhancing genetics
that are capable of increasing the profitably of
your prime lamb enterprise.
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